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THIS IS AN EXTERNAL EMAIL

Hello,

This email intends to document my concerns & objections to the Gopuff License Application on the ground
floor commercial unit of London House.

As a resident of  172 Aldersgate Street (London House), I am concerned about the impact of this
business at a residential location.

Given the narrow pavement and no place on the street for trucks and Bikes to park, this poses a public safety
risk.

Delivery bicycles left outside london house creates congestion and delivery trucks illegally parking on the road
create a blind corner for traffic coming off the roundabout.

In addition to the public safety, there is a public nuisance of having a 24/7 operation at a residential building. 
As a resident who at times needs to return or leave the building at late hours, I am concerned about a large
number of self employed drivers in a  high turnover business can present a security risk. London house does not
have security throughout the evening and the street does not have much pedestrian flow in the evenings to assist
in the event of a security issue.

I have lived in the building for over 1.5 years and the type of operation Gopuff is proposing is not compatible
with a residential building where residents live, work, and sleep 24/7. It would be more suited to an office
building or another facility that does not have people who have children, who are elderly, and who might be
more sensitive to the noise generated at all hours.

I am happy to elaborate on my concerns and can be reached at this email of by phone )

Henry Waldron




